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The BIC project has been promoting a longer term structure for a more strategic multilateral cooperation going beyond the tactical bi-lateral approaches used to-date, and the new
model proposes an in-country Extended Working Group (EWG) composed of experts in all
fields associated with Trustworthy ICT that have an interest in carrying out international
cooperation with their peers in other countries. The main objective of the EWGs are to
intensively scope the topical areas and ideas for international cooperation (INCO) projects in
Trustworthy ICT, coordinate with the EWGs of other countries for the purpose of research
cooperation and to promote these ideas to be included in the upcoming research Work
Programmes (WPs). Further information on this structure can be found at http://www.bictrust.eu/files/2013/01/Clarke_Sharma_INCO_Strategy_BIC_Sept20121.pdf.
The Government of India and Indian researchers within the International Advisory
Group (IAG) of BIC have been very pro-active and have activated the first EWG and the
launch and kick off meeting was held on Tuesday, 21st May 2013 in New Delhi in the
conference hall of the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY) of the
Government of India. The launch meeting was chaired by Dr. Gulshan Rai, the Director
General of Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In), Department of
Electronics & IT, Ministry of Communications & IT of the Government of India. The
meeting was also privileged to have a keynote address from Dr. Philippe de Taxis du Poët,
Minister Counsellor – Research & Innovation, Delegation of the European Union to India.
The full agenda including participants of the event can be found at http://www.bictrust.eu/files/2013/05/BIC-Deity-WS-Agenda.pdf.
The Chairman and the participants especially appreciated the Management Strategy for
International Cooperation (INCO) that was presented by Mr. Abhishek Sharma, who has been
working with the BIC project in the International Advisory Group (IAG) and has been the
prime architect of the extended INCO strategy, advocating the need for an Extended Working
Group (EWG) and Specialist Function Group (SFG) in each country in conjunction with the
International Advisory Group and supporting Core Working Groups of BIC. Dr. Jaijit
Bhattacharya, of HP India and Prof. MP Gupta IIT Delhi, especially showed appreciation for
the need to have Critical Success Factors (CSF) for INCO as presented by Mr. Sharma in his
presentation on Making INCO Meaningful & Effective (MIME).
A number of potential key research themes in Trustworthy ICT earmarked for
international cooperation between India – EU cooperation were discussed, agreed and ratified
during the EWG meeting. The research themes, falling under the main categories of: Cyber
security, Mobile security, Identity management, and trust management models, were arrived
at from an earlier analysis carried out within the Working Groups of BIC. The launch
meeting participants gave their views on these research themes and these will be incorporated
into the final recommendations of the BIC project. Additional research items within these key
themes were highlighted by the participants including the following:
The integration of the techno – economic - legal aspects with regard to data and
information privacy and the need for harmonisation of international laws on both
intra-country and inter-country CERT activities between the countries to simplify
the process and move forward in this area;
Security, privacy and trust research issues related to universal identity bases
systems is required – research into biometrics for faster and more efficient
identity and authentication is required as well as fast recovery;
Trusted environments for electronic transactions (e.g. financial, e-government, ..)
in a scenario where it is envisaged that all transactions will be done electronically
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in the future. This would require all users to be reasonably educated in handling
technology driven devices and systems whereas today a majority are just layman
users.
International data exchange and sharing agreements and protocols to keep up with
the quickly moving e-governance/government solutions being deployed;
Need to come out with a common acceptable definition and framework for trust;
Need for creating a model contractual, competence and good will trust between
and amongst Industry, Academia and Government stakeholders, so that the
beneficiaries are indeed the citizens;
Need for inculcating information security and privacy culture and behaviours
among users through a comprehensive and sustainable national awareness
program by collaboration and innovation;
Study vulnerabilities in a sample Critical Information Infrastructure. This could
be an opportunity to – provide a trust and reputation framework / model derived
from statistical models for pattern analysis of threats detected in terms of targets,
signatures, attack vectors including vulnerabilities exploited, and remediation /
work-arounds suggested by vendors;
Based on the above, develop a trust and reputation model for each ICT product
and also for each vendor for their appropriate future participation in cyber space
and digital economy;
Develop scenario and model based policy frameworks to highlight potential gaps
and understanding in existing policies;
Understanding the linkages between Security Governance and Security Quality
along with their impact;
The need for robust international cyber-security research and agreements on
telecommunications equipment and the development and roll out of open source
software and the increased proliferation of public (e.g. government) open data
that is currently taking place in India for mutual benefit, amongst others.
Professor M. P. Gupta, Prof. and Chair of the Information Systems and Centre for
Excellence in E-government at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi, has agreed to
take on the role of steering the EWG of India and his first plans are to increase membership
with eminent researchers from all over India in the specific areas highlighted by the BIC
project core working groups for EU cooperation with India, namely: Cyber security, Identity
Management and Provisioning, Mobile and cloud computing, and Trust management.
In his closing statement, Dr. Philippe de Taxis du Poët welcomed the BIC initiative in
India stating that it addressed many of the strategy reinforcing approaches towards Horizon
2020, including the reduction of fragmentation and strengthening of coordination of EU –
India, including EU Member States – India collaborations, strengthening of cyber well-being
and security of the citizens, increased cluster to cluster cooperation, and a strong focus on
research and innovation with the inclusion of all stakeholders including academic and
industry, both large and small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs).
Dr. Gulshan Rai concluded the event by stressing the support of the Indian government
on the need for international cooperation, especially within cyber security, and given that
both India and EU have their national cyber security strategies in place, he stressed, it is in
our mutual interests and extremely important for us to work closely together on these topics
and these activities will enable this objective.
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Welcome Note of Abhishek Sharma, Member - International Advisory
Group (IAG) of BIC; MD & CEO –Beyond Evolution Tech Solutions (P)
Ltd
Mr Abhishek Sharma, on behalf the IAG-BIC, welcomed all participants in the first
Country-specific Extended Working Group (EWG) forming session. In his welcome note,
Mr. Sharma outlined the BIC Project, its objectives and the progress made so far, a brief
about the International Cooperation (INCO) management strategy that has emerged during
the previous BIC workshops and the envisaged objectives and role of Core Working Group
(CWGs), EWG and Special Function Groups (SFGs).
The purpose of the European Commission funded BIC coordination action project
(http://www.bic-trust.eu/) is to foster cooperation between the EU and the international
programme agencies and researchers in India, Brazil and South Africa within the focus areas
of Trustworthy ICT, including trust, privacy and security, in order to:
(a) Understand the activities and planning of the target countries; and

(b) Carry out a mapping of the European Commission’s planning to them, such that a
common technical and policy alignment is visible.
The project is also working with the communities in a coordinating role in reflecting on a
longer term strategy for international cooperation. Since international projects, particularly
those addressing research on “Trustworthy ICT” require interactions amongst all participant
countries to share the information, resources, etc., the approach for the formal interactions,
flow of information and smoothness of actions, it is natural that the groups and sub groups
working for the project work closely with each other. Accordingly at international
management level, it requires a change in approach from the existing bi-lateral approach i.e.
EU-India, EU- Brazil, EU- SA, -U.S, -Japan etc to multi-lateral approach where each
participating country develops a formal system for direct multi-lateral communication and
interacts with each other besides interacting centrally as well.
During a BIC workshop held in June 2012 at Brussels, the need for a structured
management strategy in order to effectively achieve INCO was recognised and accepted. The
proposed structure extended beyond the original BIC schema of IAG and Core Working
Groups, and evolved to set up additional Work Groups in the hierarchy. This approach was
subsequently presented before a European Commission representative in the subsequent IAG
workshop at Lisbon, Portugal in Nov 2012. It was duly appreciated and ratified there.
IAG
Extended

WG

EWG

Core
WG

EWG
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Figure 1: IAG & Work Groups
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EWG

In this proposed structure, as shown in Figure 1, Extended Working Groups (EWGs) are
defined as the country specific arms of the Core Working Group (CWG) of BIC.
The EWGs are envisaged to play the most crucial role for the BIC objectives on
developing a longer term INCO strategy on mobilising towards multi-lateral research and
innovation on the priority research areas. The EWG role, in essence is to:
Identify, analyse and compile all the projects being initiated by the institutes
and Industry of the country and recommend for suitable inclusion/ funding by
respective bodies (EU, Govt of India etc);
Work closely with the EWGs of other member countries to facilitate
multilateral cooperation of various projects of the country duly identified;
Form Special Function Groups (SFGs) on project to project basis where SFGs
are envisaged as specialists at functional level.”
In addition to a focussed structure, the success of projects of international dimensions,
complexities and needing international cooperation, critically hinges upon certain Critical
Success Factors (CSF) that are to be considered essentially throughout the life of the project.
Mainly these CSF are;
Inclusive & All Pervasive Approach.
Defined Scope of Work (SOW) & Role at each structure level.
Commensurate Management Structure.
Planned Execution.
Reviews & Course Corrections.
Objective Closure with Strategy for Future.
The second and an extremely important aspect that has emerged during the course of the
project is about the roadmap and the post BIC future strategy. All the factors that have been
highlighted in and by the BIC project – when dealing with International Cooperation for
Trustworthy ICT research across the globe, a model for multi-lateral interactions approach
for INCO and structured management shall always remain valid as a critical success factor.
While it was not envisaged in the original BIC project, the research domain “Trustworthy
ICT” is an area of continuous work as new threats will come up with the passage of time so
there would always be the need for international cooperation in this area. The work done
under BIC, therefore, needs to be essentially carried forward in a seamless manner to the
next level of the project bands. On completion of the present term of BIC, the project needs
to be continued in some avenue under H2020 for sustained INCO and collaboration, which
is critical for all such global research programmes for the “Trustworthy ICT”.
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In conclusion, a number of key points emerge strongly. Strategy plays the most crucial
role for the success of any project. With the international cooperation being the core theme
and necessity of such projects, a structured multi-lateral approach is essential.
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Welcome Note of James Clarke, Waterford Institute of Technology, BIC
Coordinator
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Mr. Clarke began his presentation by explaining the purpose and structure of the EU
Framework Programme 7 BIC project1, whose main goal is to build cooperation between the
EU and the international programme agencies and researchers in India, Brazil and South
Africa within the focus areas of Trustworthy ICT, including trust, privacy and security.
Mr. Clarke explained the role of the International Advisory Group (IAG) of the BIC
project; the IAG is a forum bringing together the countries representatives from the earlier
INCO-Trust2 countries (U.S., Canada, …) and the BIC countries (India, Brazil and S. Africa)
in a more strategic way, including the development of a longer term strategy for future
cooperation in programmes such as Horizon 2020. The IAG, which is comprised of
government programme management and researcher community members already engaged in
International cooperation also assist in the building of the working groups (WGs) to enable
BIC to structure relationships and linkages and facilitate contacts for theme based workshops
or other networking events.
Mr. Clarke proceeded to present the results of the interactions with the India – EU
collaborations in the WGs and detailed the priority research topics that have been identified
already. While these were not entirely exhaustive, Mr. Clarke explained that the topics have
been ranked according to the interest generated in the discussions by the participants and the
meeting participants received the topics before the meeting so we could discuss and agree
whether these were the preferred topics to promote for cooperation in Horizon 2020 or other
programmes, such as India funded research programmes. Mr. Clarke presented the topics
generated by the participation of eminent researchers from all over India, namely: Cyber
security, Identity Management and Provisioning, Mobile and cloud computing, and Trust
management. More details can be found in a dedicated section below.
Mr. Clarke explained that in addition to scoping research topics for collaboration, the BIC
project has been promoting a longer term structure for a more strategic multi-lateral
cooperation going beyond the tactical bi-lateral approaches used to date. A model was
proposed by the IAG members, especially led by members from India including Mr.
Abhishek Sharma, Prof. MM Chaturvedi and with the continuing consultations with and
strong backing of Dr. Gulshan Rai, that the current structure of Working groups in BIC
wasn’t enough to plan ahead for this multi-lateral strategy, and instead they proposed another
extensive model, with the inclusion of an in-country Extended Working Group (EWG)
composed of experts in all fields associated with Trustworthy ICT that have an interest in
carrying out international cooperation with their peers in other countries. The main objective
of the EWGs are to intensively scope the topical areas and ideas for international cooperation
(INCO) projects in Trustworthy ICT and to promote these ideas to be included in the
upcoming research Work Programmes (WPs).
Mr. Clarke thanked all of the participants, especially Mr. Sharma and Prof. Chaturvedi
for organising the EWG launch meeting and also especially thanked Dr. Gulshan Rai and Dr.
Philippe de Taxis du Poët, for the tremendous support from Department of Electronics and
Information Technology of the Government of India and the European Commission,
respectively. Mr. Clarke concluded his talk by saying that the other BIC countries viz. Brazil
and South Africa already are undertaking similar activities and they will definitely look
towards India’s first model of cooperation and EWG as an exemplar.

Key Note Address by Dr Gulshan Rai, Director General CERT-In,
Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY)
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Dr. Gulshan Rai extended a warm welcome to all the participants of the meeting, which
in his opinion was especially meaningful as its theme was international cooperation (INCO)
in cyber security. Use of Cyberspace for committing Cyber crimes across geographical
borders of the nations is a recurrent theme. Dr. Rai expressed the need for more meaningful
cooperation and sharing of data among world governments and opined that significant ground
remains to be covered in practical terms. Dr. Rai especially welcomed the fact that
international data sharing for cyber security was highlighted as one of the key topics for
cooperation in the BIC presentation of Mr. Clarke. He cautioned that as the connected issues
were very complex, unless we worked pro-actively together through initiatives like BIC, the
critical mass to identify and fight against common threats in cyber space would not be
reached.
The policy landscape in India is very proactive in terms of the provision of high speed
connectivity, national e-authentication framework and Mobile-governance for the citizens,
which elevates the importance of cyber security and therefore, the Government of India has
approved on May 9th 2013India’s National Cyber Security Policy. Other related initiatives were
also underway including the establishment of a Joint Working Group (JWG) last October
2012 by the National security Advisor to counter cyber attacks in economic and social
infrastructure. Within the JWG, Dr. Rai explained, were a number of other sub groups
including one specifically dealing with International cooperation that is being led by FICCI
(Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry). It was noted that the meeting
participant, Dr. Jaijit Bhattacharya, HP India and adjunct faculty at IIT Delhi, was actively
involved with FICCI and the INCO part of this working group and would be an excellent
point of contact from BIC perspective. Dr. Rai expressed that many of these activities will
be further defined in the coming days.
There is a close relationship and cooperation with the EU on a number of aspects
including the status of the “Data secure country” for India and, ensuring there are adequate
provisions in relation to privacy laws. However, more cooperation is needed and the activities
being discussed today are indicative of the steps needed to further this cooperation. In the
past, we have explored ideas for projects together as we feel this would be a concrete avenue
to international cooperation. Dr. Rai said he frequently meets with the EU team and looks
forward to simplifying the avenues to cooperation and welcomes these efforts being
discussed today and agrees on the technical topics presented for cooperation by Mr. Clarke
and also the proposed methodology to move beyond just bi-lateral towards more multi-lateral
cooperation as proposed by Mr. Sharma, which is extremely important in the topical areas of
cyber security being discussed.
Dr. Rai highlighted an additional topic for cooperation would be on harmonisation of
international law on both intra-country and inter-country basis to harmonise the CERT
activities of the countries. An international framework for law is needed in respect of the
CERTs of different countries to simplify the process and move forward in this area.
Clarification on Article 32 of the Budapest Convention on Cyber crime is expected very
soon.
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Keynote address of Dr. Philippe de Taxis du Poët, Minister Counsellor
– Research & Innovation, Delegation of the European Union to India
Dr. Philippe de Taxis du Poët, on behalf of the Delegation of the European Union to India,
thanked the host India Government DeitY and the BIC project for the invitation to attend the
meeting. He gave apologies for Dr. Klaus Pendl of the Delegation of the European Union to India
(and formerly International Cooperation Unit in DG Connect), who would also have liked to
attend but was unable due to personal reasons.
Dr. Philippe proceeded to give an overview of the trends in India – EU cooperation in terms
of research and innovation and gave a short preview to Horizon 2020, the next framework of
research and innovation for Europe that will start in 2014 and conclude in 2020. As the details are
still not finalised, it is difficult to give a full presentation of facts on H2020. However, it will
include three main focal areas: creating excellence in the science base (basic research, skills and
career development, research infrastructures), stimulating leadership in enabling and industrial
technologies (ICT, biotechnology, space, nanotechnology/materials/manufacturing and
processing), and tackling societal challenges (health, energy, transport, etc.).
EU-India cooperation research projects are on the rise in the current framework programme
FP7 2007-2013) and there are already 200+ R&I projects covering many S&T sectors.
Researchers in India (from both the public and private sectors) are doing collaborative research
with partners in Europe in both bi-lateral and multi-lateral fashion (involving other countries than
India and Europe) in many sectors like health, energy, environment, fusion energy,
nanotechnology, ICT, etc. including also social sciences.
To date, Framework Programme 7 (FP7 – 54B Euro budget) has been, like its predecessors,
entirely open to any countries in the world and the EU has funded Indian partners directly under
this programme (approved 37M Euros). In addition, the EU and India successfully implemented
since 2007 regular coordinated calls for in the fields of computational materials science, food and
nutrition research, solar energy research and water related challenges, with a total budget of 60M
Euros co-funded by India and the EU.
In terms of improvements in the Indo-European cooperation, we are moving up a gear
towards building an Indo-European research and innovation partnership with (i) larger scale,
scope and impact, (ii) focus on common societal challenges, and (iii) enhanced synergies between
India, the EU and its Member States. This partnership will include the following elements:
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collaborative research activities, promoting networking and synergies between research
organisations and on-going initiatives in areas of common interest using a variety of
instruments on a multiannual basis such as coordinated calls, networking and twinning of
projects and programmes;
— Increasing focus on innovation with mobilisation of industrial partners in EU–India
cooperation, defining policies and measures to create favourable framework conditions (e.g.
standards, regulations, public procurement) for the deployment of innovative products and
processes focussing in particular on societal challenges of common interest;
— Streamlining the governance of Indo-European cooperation by facilitating the coordination of
funding mechanisms, improving the coherence of cooperation rules and principles on issues
such as ownership and access right to results of collaborative research, movement of material
and equipment across borders, reciprocal access to facilities, conditions of mobility of
researchers, improved (simpler and faster procedures) organisation of interactions with
stakeholders, and setting up of regular Senior Official meetings involving India, the EU and
its Member States to review the state of play and implementation of cooperation.
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— Increasing the scale, scope and impact of our cooperation through reinforcing EU-India
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India – EU Priority research areas in Trustworthy ICT3
The following short report summarises key research themes in Trustworthy ICT that have
been discussed and earmarked for India – EU collaboration within the BIC Project. The
points raised by the participants during the discussions during the meeting pertaining to each
area are included within each section in italics and further elaborated in the next section.
These comments will, thus, be integrated in the final version of the recommendations of BIC.
1. Cyber Security
Background: India and the EU have both recently released their national cyber security
strategies:
-

7th February, 2013. The EU Cyber security Strategy of the European Union: An Open,
Safe and Secure Cyberspace4, was published.

-

9th May, 2013: India’s National Cyber Security Policy was approved by the Government
of India5;

-

2nd July, 2013. India’s National Cyber Security Policy6 was formally notified.

Both of these have similar focus points:
a. ICT is a driver/engine for economic growth, innovation and prosperity;
b. Stress need for augmenting indigenous capabilities and focus on training;
c. Stress need for strategic partnerships, cooperation and collaborative efforts across
all relevant stakeholders;
d. India has set up Joint Working Group (JWG) on Cyber security to counter cyber
attacks in economic and social infrastructure development;
e. The EU is in the process of setting up a Network Information Security (NIS)
technology platform, whose objectives are to discuss standardisation needs and
economic, legal and technological incentives that could be defined at EU, national
or sectorial level. For the NIS platform, a Call for expression of interest was
published
on
April
18,
2013
–
see
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/cf/itemdetail.cfm?item_id=102
89. The output of the platform will feed into the Commission recommendations on
cyber security, as well as the implementation of the risk management and incident
reporting obligations under the proposed NIS Directive.
Research Challenges of Mutual Benefit: Within BIC, the following activities have been
identified where India – EU collaboration could provide mutual benefits related to cyber
security:

3
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These topics are not meant to be exhaustive; however, they derive from the activities within the Building
International Cooperation (BIC) for Trustworthy ICT FP7 Project http://www.bic-trust.eu/ Please see the
project impact section http://www.bic-trust.eu/impact/ for more detailed reading materials on these topics.
4
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/eu-cybersecurity-plan-protect-open-internet-and-onlinefreedom-and-opportunity-cyber-security

Convergence of physical and cyber worlds: To ensure the security of society either in
the physical world or the cyber-world requires coming together of all stakeholders
with a collaborative effort. We need to share experiences on building secure
knowledge society.\
Appropriate regulations: Policy makers must find appropriate regulations in order to
coordinate efforts from different stakeholders to try to develop a roadmap of cybersecurity practices that will be sharpened in the future in order to ensure a leading role
of Europe and India together in the global digital economy. [A common minimum law
or set of principles for trustworthy ICT need to be agreed by nations. These principles can
further be built upon to arrive at Global Agreement codifying Cyber-security Laws - Dr.
Jaijit Bhattacharya, Director, Government Advisory, Hewlett Packard.]

International Data Exchange for cyber security: Secure data exchange and sharing for
analysis and CERTs working well together. Sharing of information with the
stakeholders of the digital ecosystems is becoming a milestone in combating
cybercrimes. An increasing number of regulators are, therefore, developing new rules
for enforcing data sharing (e.g. data breach notification by ENISA). Enforcement of
such obligations in a cyberspace is an uphill task as stakeholders especially businesses
have strong opposition for these measures. Such obligation of sharing data is often
seen as a double-edged sword that may result in losing the customer confidence on the
businesses; or make them liable to penalties if some business critical security breach
information is not shared with the stakeholders.
Attackers and Hackers: There is a need to work together on addressing the
international data exchange and sharing of information and intelligence on cyberattacks for a free flow of the information in a secure and reliable manner. To
collectively fight against cyber-threats more effectively, an organized response is
requested to understand the emerging threats and identify solutions and create a
roadmap of actionable global activities.[ Today the government are rapidly IT enabling
all its activities. It is collecting enormous information on individuals which is stored in
various databases and shared across various organs of the government. Hacking into these
databases will hurt immensely the concerned individuals. There is need to initiate
international cooperation and multinational protocols are to be made to handle cyber
threats and crimes as e-governance solutions are being extensively used to promote
government programmes – Dr. N Vijayaditya, Ex CCA and DG, NIC, Govt. Of India]

E-governance, information sharing, sharing of best practices, joint exercises in cyber security
and training, and joint research activities to foster collaboration between international and
national, federal, state, and local agencies as well as the private sector have been promoted in
BIC; [It is also essential for each country to work out security standards and make efforts to
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Cyber crime (virus in email, botnets, trojan in webpage, fraud in ecommerce
transactions, e-robbery in e-banking transaction, identity theft in credit card payment
etc;
Terrorism on physical telecom infrastructures (fixed or wireless telecommunication
network operations) and cyber-terrorism with unlimited resources and motivation or
cyber warfare with rogue nations.
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promote for their implementation. This would require committed international cooperation and
joint work . Each country should essentially create process, both in software and hardware as most
of the financial systems are being e-enabled. Additionally an integrated approach with the
involvement of industry in the research, prototyping and testing can be undertaken. This will
facilitate better monitoring and utilisation of the research - Dr. N Vijayaditya]

CERTs recognised as premier references. For example, an important element of the
EU cyber security strategy will be - significant efforts to harmonise the cyber security
capabilities of European Member States via a well-functioning national-level
Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT). The experiences from CERT-In could
be a very meaningful contributor towards elaborating and achieving this objective.
Cyber forensics for tracking attackers and enforcement purposes, protection against
the social network of hacker groups, and establishing their Modus Operandi;
Advanced and specialised courses to create a culture of security, privacy and trust;
Protection against malware: when there is a heavy reliance on imported systems as in
India: approaches to influence the manufacturing process and to guarantee protection
at source. The establishment of joint action teams of experts from the EU and India
can create more effective clout/momentum to identify and overcome these challenges
collectively rather than individually. [International Communication Systems rely on a
diverse network of Telecom equipment. Any compromised equipment in such global
systems can compromise the entire network. A robust international cyber-security
agreement is needed to identify and prevent such breaches. Collaboration among nations
could also be to develop open source software for mutual benefit - Dr. Jaijit Bhattacharya]

2. Mobile Security
Background: The extent and dimensions of the usage of mobile devices flooded with
numerous applications has extended to practically all spheres of human life. These devices
are now used for communication by voice, entertainment, social media, utility, information
gathering, news, sports etc. in unimaginable proportions. With organizations increasingly
looking toward mobile devices (e.g., iPhones, iPads, and Android smart devices) to deliver
content and functionality to both their employees and their customer base and the people
utilizing power of mobile applications more and more, the mobile devices are becoming the
fastest growing consumer technology. However, most find it difficult to understand and
evaluate the security concerns that surround mobile platforms.
The researchers involved in BIC from the EU and India (and indeed from the other
involved countries like Brazil and South Africa) have repeated the need and urgency for
usable security in the mobile environment e.g. the simple elements of data integrity and
security that lets people “trust” the devices to do banking and other activities given that the
mobile platform is the sole/primary platform for many users in India. This is especially
important in India where the current approximate count of mobile users is nearly 700 million
with 20-25% being GPRS users and 7% as smart phone users, which is growing at a rapid
rate.
Research challenges of mutual benefit:
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Balance between strong security tools and efficiency and effectiveness - Security with
flexibility; building cost effective, tailor made, indigenous security products that
compete for export market. These tools will also be helpful in ensuring the
compliance of data security – such as encrypted storage of personal data. Data
controllers can effectively manage the bulk of data if proper tools for security
compliance are available within their reach. The industry perspective has promoted
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Mobile connectivity that accommodates the heterogeneity and failure-proneness of
both devices and network to gel with issues such as broadband and sparse coverage in
India.

the need for a dynamic security development from the developers’ perspective that
can move as quickly with the software developments taking place in the India
marketplace to ensure a secure experience for their customers.
Security that affects every day citizens:
o Prevention of the Cloning Mobile SIM cards: Cost to an individual, whose
SIM has been cloned, a breach of privacy, a significant terrorist implication,
fall out on innocent people.
o E-commerce security: Mobile Money transactions.
o Application & Data Security: Applications like “Phone Data Backup” which
back up the individual’s phone data on cloud and assures user to keep it secure
& protected. Similarly other mobile applications, which too deal with users’
personal data e.g. Whats App, True Caller, etc.
3. Identity Management
Background: The trust in the emerging eServices in the areas of cloud computing, mobility,
Internet of Things (IoTs), Future Internet, etc. essentially depends on the realisation of a
highly interoperable techno-legal layer that enables privacy-respecting and trustworthy
electronic identity services. There is significant work in both EU and India on Identity
Management and implementation of one of these systems is in an advanced stage of rollout
within India. There are associated Security, trust and privacy implications and consequent
research challenges that can be addressed collectively between the countries. [Identity and
authorisation are one of the major issues; Biometric based system are being proposed for identity
and authentication. Such solutions need to be studied with respect to local features for facilitating
faster and more accurate recognition. The algorithms need to be developed to accept these features.
- Dr Vijayadita .]

Research challenges of mutual benefit: The mutual cooperation can yield significant
progress in the following fields:
Effective engineering and technical solutions (e.g. PETs) to embed privacy by design
and privacy by default (right to be forgotten) and into the design of ICT systems.
Interoperable electronic and Internet-based identity schemes allowing federation and
cross-border, cross-domain, cross-sector interactions.
Privacy respecting identity management involving private and government third
parties: identity/attribute providers, service composition… In particular, this requires
international agreement on consistent metrics and assurance levels as well as basic
understanding and acceptance of common fundamental principles7 underlying
different data protection legislations which may be universally applicable as a general
framework (while recognising local specificities).

7

Principles of proportionality, purpose specification, lawfulness/fairness and rights of access, rectification, deletion,
objection as stated in 2009 Madrid Declaration of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners.
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More dependable ICT infrastructure articulated over mechanisms for accountability,
liability, audit, compliance monitoring, enforcement… even across heterogeneous
legal and trust domains.

As a starting point, co-operation between India’s Unique Identification (UID) project8
and the EU’s privacy protecting IDM research communities could look at ways to
guarantee protection of the citizen’s rights, security, privacy in the context of India’s
Unique Identification (UID) project:
Biometrics – Europe and India could work together on low cost, less power intensive
equipment providing the required accuracy. Authentication, built upon the strong
work in India and EU, could mutually improve potential future solutions.
4. Trust management models for emerging countries
Background: This research topic has been collectively identified by all three BIC countries
for international cooperation with the EU. It concerns the development of trust models,
mechanisms and architectures to support business ecosystems. For these systems, it is
important that trust management takes into account concepts relevant to the target context.
An important identified focus of the research is the study of culture on trust. Cultural
differences, while difficult to observe and measure, are obviously very important. Failure to
appreciate and support them can lead to embarrassing blunders, and lower economic activity
and performance. [We need to work together to come out with a common acceptable definition and
framework for trust. Need for creating a model contractual, competence and good will trust
between and amongst Industry, Academia and Government stakeholders, so that the beneficiaries
are indeed the citizens. -Mr Sanjay Bahl, Consultant, Info Security.]

With specific regard to India, the evolving Government policy regarding the provision and
delivery of services to the citizens9 is increasingly Internet based and provides a context for
research in “online trust models” to ensure the take-up of these services.
o The National e-Authentication Framework (NeAF)10 is put forward to ensure secure
online delivery of e-governance services across various platforms including mobile;
o India’s Mobile governance framework11 has emphasized the need for leveraging the
high penetration of mobile platforms to facilitate citizen engagement.
Research challenges of mutual benefit: The mutual cooperation can yield significant
progress in the following areas:
The psychology of trust has deeper connotations and is influenced by the cultural
backdrop of the people being investigated; therefore, a study of existing cultural
frameworks to determine the most suitable to use;
Extraction of relevant cultural behaviours and beliefs that are applicable to consumer trust
and a study of trust models to identify the most applicable to use for business ecosystems
in communities; and the enhancement of trust models with cultural norms;
8

Unique Identification Authority of India - http://uidai.gov.in/

9

The Indian Government THE ELECTRONIC DELIVERY OF SERVICES BILL, 16th November 2011: The Central
Government, the State Government and public authorities will deliver all public services by electronic mode
within five years of the commencement of this Act.
10

National e-Authentication Framework (NeAF) (Draft National e-Authentication Framework (NeAF)) has been
conceptualised by the the Department of Information Technology, Indian Government, on 01 Sep 2011, in an
endeavour to increase citizens’ trust in the online environment and to enable the various government agencies
to choose appropriate authentication mechanisms.
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Framework for Mobile Governance by Indian Government, Jan 2012. The m-Governance framework of
Government of India aims to utilize the massive reach of mobile phones and harness the potential of mobile
applications to enable easy and round-the-clock access to public services, especially in the rural areas. The
framework aims to create unique infrastructure as well as application development ecosystem for mGovernance in the country.
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11

The implementation and evaluation of a prototype system to determine if the culturally
adapted trust model can be used in rural communities.
For ensuring adequate uptake for the mobile cloud applications, we need to package them
with due sensitivity to the trust dynamics of the target consumers;
Research in the construct of “Online trust” models as applicable to the adoption of these
emerging mobile applications in Indian and International context. The common
denominators and differences amongst the researched cultures would provide deep
insights, while designing trust, security and privacy applications.

Comments and Views of invited Participants
Dr. MP Gupta, Professor, & Chair-Information Systems & E-government, Department
of Management Studies, IIT Delhi
Dr. Gupta graciously offered to provide IIT Delhi facilities and resources to augment BIC
endeavour towards following:
-

Formalise India’s Extended Working Group (EWG) of BIC;

-

Write to scholars from other institutions to be part of EWG;

-

To plan an International meeting or symposium of scholars during January 2014
covering BIC ‘s H2020 planning agenda; [It was pointed out that while this
symposium would be most welcomed, the BIC project officially concludes at the end
of December 2013, unless a no cost extension was sought and granted to cover an
additional period in time. The Coordinator, J. Clarke, said he would check with the
other project partners and Commission on this possibility. It was also suggested that
funding might be made available on the India side as well if sought early enough as
long as the event is held in India.]

-

Draft of brochure for the activities and events.

Dr Vijatadita Ex CCA & DG NIC, Govt. Of India
Cyber security is not just limited to an individual. It extends to organisations and to
governments. Its effects are felt at various levels. Cyber security is also not a static
phenomena but a highly dynamic one. Hence there are no permanent solutions and
continuous research is essential to update the policies, processes and solutions.
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Privacy is another issue that needs to be attended to. In a nutshell, there are several
technical, economical and legal issues that need intense research for formulating the policies
and protocol across organisations and countries.
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Today, the government are rapidly IT enabling all its activities. It is collecting enormous
information on individuals which is stored in various databases and shared across various
organs of the government. Hacking into these databases will hurt immensely the concerned
individuals. In such an environment, cyber security systems have to be robust. We also need
to create a process and procedure to compensate the individual in addition to punishing the
culprit. Research is needed to create models for implementation of such policies. Identity and
authorisation are one of the major issues, Biometric based system are being proposed for
identity and authentication. Such solutions need to be studied with respect to local features
for facilitating faster and more accurate recognition. The algorithms need to be developed to
accept these features.
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In India, there are number of research projects going on in cyber security at academic
level, research organisation and private institutions level. Some sort of coordinated
consolidation approach is needed amongst all these researches for achieving the best possible
results. This approach and associated actions have to be initiated at national level. These
major problems need to be broken up into smaller projects which are then selectively
assigned to different research and academic institutions. By this process the present and the
future issues that may arise along with various technological developments can be suitably
addressed. Additionally an integrated approach with the involvement of industry in the
research, prototyping and testing can be undertaken. This will facilitate better monitoring and
utilisation of the research.
It is also essential for each country to work out security standards and make efforts to
promote for their implementation. This would require committed international cooperation
and joint work .Each country should essentially create process, both in software and hardware
as most of the financial systems are being e-enabled.
There is need to initiate international cooperation and multinational protocols are to be
made to handle cyber threats and crimes. E-governance solutions are being extensively used
to promote government programmes. In India, providing “Adhar” cards as a most important
basis of individual identity for all its citizens is in progress. “Adhar” number is now being
extensively integrated with financial and other government activities. Security issue related to
this needs research on storing and access algorithms. In addition to finding solutions for
preventing cyber threats, there is also an urgent need to find solutions and protocol for fast
recovery.
There is a need to do much work to create trusted environment. We are looking at a
scenario where all transactions will be done electronically. This would require all users to be
reasonably educated in handling technology driven devices and systems whereas today a
majority are just layman users. Secondly need to develop a standard protocol that could be
adopted by all countries. Towards achieving this, there is need for coordinated
international cooperation and integrated efforts.
Finally, each country need to create a structure where all cyber security aspects are
looked into and make a clear cut well coordinate plan to prevent/protect its cyber properties.
Dr. Jaijit Bhattacharya, Director, Government Advisory, Hewlett Packard
1. Cyber warfare and cyber weapons are no less dangerous than conventional weapons.
There is a need for a Global Treaty banning use and deployment of cyber-weapons by
nation states. Escalation of cyber-warfare and race to build cyber-weapons could be
disastrous to rival nations.
2. A common minimum law or set of principles for trustworthy ICT need to be agreed
by nations. These principles can further be built upon to arrive at Global Agreement
codifying Cyber-security Laws.
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4. International Communication Systems rely on a diverse network of Telecom
equipment. Any compromised equipment in such global systems can compromise the
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3. Social Warfare such as inciting violence or abuse targeted against a particular
community needs to be prevented. Any international co-operation treaty should be
oriented towards preventing social warfare. Countries like India with diverse
communities are especially vulnerable to such attacks
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entire network. A robust international cyber-security agreement is needed to identify
and prevent such breaches.
5. Collaboration among nations could also be to develop open source software for
mutual benefit.
6. There is a need to put in place a fall-back option in the event of a global internet
blackout. A worst-case scenario should be worked out with back-up communication
processes for the days following an internet catastrophe.
7. Building International trust and co-operation assumes increased significance in the
issue of Internet Governance.
8. BIC should incorporate some tangible outputs in its Agenda. One of such examples
could be building an international database of IMEI codes of mobile phones. This
could be used to track unlawful criminal activity.
Mr. Sanjay Bahl, Sanjay Bahl, Consultant, Info Security
1. Need to come out with a common acceptable definition and framework for trust.
2. Need for creating a model contractual, competence and good will trust between and
amongst Industry, Academia and Government, so that the beneficiaries are the
citizens.
3. Need for inculcating information security and privacy culture and behaviour among
users through a comprehensive and sustainable national awareness program by
collaboration and innovation.
4. Study vulnerabilities in a sample Critical Information Infrastructure. This could be an
opportunity to – provide a trust and reputation framework / model derived from
statistical models for pattern analysis of threats detected in terms of
a. Targets
b. Signatures
c. Attack vectors including vulnerabilities exploited
d. Remediation / work-arounds suggested by vendors
5. Based on the above develop a trust and reputation model for each ICT product and
also for each vendor for their appropriate future participation in cyber space and
digital economy.
6. Develop scenario and model based policy frameworks to highlight potential gaps and
understanding in existing policies.
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7. Understanding the linkages between Security Governance and Security Quality along
with their impact.
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Conclusions
On Tuesday, 21st May, 2013, an official
launch and kick off meeting was held of the
first in-country Extended Working Group
(EWG) of BIC, which was hosted by the
Department of Electronics and Information
Technology (DeitY) of the Government of
India in New Delhi.
A number of potential key research
themes in Trustworthy ICT earmarked for
international cooperation between India – EU
cooperation were discussed, agreed and
ratified during the EWG meeting. The research
themes, falling under the main categories of:
Cyber security, Mobile security, Identity
management, and trust management models, were arrived at from an earlier analysis carried
out within the Working Groups of BIC. The launch meeting participants gave their views on
these research themes and these will be incorporated into the final recommendations of the
BIC project. Additional research items within these key themes were highlighted by the
participants including: techno – legal aspects including the need for harmonisation of
international laws on both intra-country and inter-country CERT activities between the
countries to simplify the process and move forward in this area; biometrics for faster and
more efficient identity and authentication; international data exchange and sharing
agreements and protocols to keep up with the quickly moving e-governance/government
solutions being deployed; robust international cyber-security research and agreements on
telecommunications equipment and the development and roll out of open source software and
the increased proliferation of public open data that is currently taking place in India for
mutual benefit, amongst others.
One of the most encouraging aspect of this launch and inaugural session of the EWG is
gracious offer by Professor (Dr.) M. P. Gupta, IIT Delhi to take on the role of steering the
EWG of India and his first plans are to increase membership with eminent researchers from
all over India in the specific research themes identified by BIC WGs as above. The idea of
organising a workshop/symposium in early 2014 was discussed. The encouragement to the
philosophy of EWG/ SFG approach was the enthusiasm exhibited by other invited
participants and their in depth views and comments. There were very significant and valuable
suggestions as can be seen in the report.
As pointed out by Dr. Philippe de Taxis du
“We are very supportive of the need for
Poët, of the European Delegation to India, the
international cooperation, especially in
strategic approach of BIC as focussed during
the areas of cyber security, and given that
this EWG launch meeting addresses many of the
both India and EU have their national
strategy reinforcing approaches towards
cyber security strategies in place, it is in
Horizon 2020 of the EU, including the reduction
our mutual interests and extremely
of fragmentation and strengthening of
important for us to work closely together
coordination of EU – India, strengthening of
on these topics and these activities will
cyber well-being and security of the citizens,
enable this objective”, said Dr. Gulshan
Rai Director General of CERT-India,
increased cluster to cluster cooperation, and a
DeitY, when concluding the BIC event.
strong focus on research and innovation with the
inclusion of all stakeholders including academic
and industry, both large and small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs).
BIC is an FP 7 Coordination Action of EU Commission’s - DGCNECT Unit H4 - Trust and Security
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“This is a major achievement to have
India’s External Working Group (EWG)
established with such tremendous support
from Department of Electronics and
Information
Technology
of
the
Government of India and European
Commission; The other BIC countries of
Brazil and South Africa already are
undertaking similar activities and they will
look towards India’s first model of
cooperation and EWG creation as an
exemplar”, said Mr. James Clarke, of
Waterford IT, the BIC coordinator, at the
EWG launch meeting.

This achievement clearly addresses the long term strategy of BIC as it is pretty clear
these structures can continue long after the conclusion of BIC and shows the strong
commitment of the research community and government of India and their desire to
cooperate with EU researchers in the upcoming Horizon 2020 programme. The in-depth and
committed views of participants also strongly suggest that H2020 programme needs to set up
another BIClike programme that can seamlessly continue the objectives accomplished so far
and the achievements of the BIC carry forward its INCO objectives as has strongly emerged
during the progress of the BIC and supported by the bodies of the Member States.
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For more BIC related information, please contact James Clarke <jclarke@tssg.org>.
For information on joining the BIC India EWG, please contact Abhishek Sharma
<abhishek.sharma@beyondevolution.in> and Manmohan Chaturvedi
<mmchaturvedi@ansaluniversity.edu.in>
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Further information

Appendix 1. Agenda BIC – DeitY Work Shop / Brainstorming Session
Management Strategy, Structure and Approach on Building International Cooperation
on Research & Development in Trustworthy ICT
- 21May 2013 Venue: Conference Hall, CERT-In, Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY), Govt. of
India), Ground Floor, Electronics Niketan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi, India
10 AM

Assembly of Participants, Mutual Introductions and Tea

10:10 - 11 AM

Opening session
Welcome by Abhishek Sharma, Member IAG, BIC
Welcome Note & Address by Mr James Clarke, Waterford Institute
of Technology – TSSG, BIC Coordinator, outlining project themes,
achievements, identified India - EU priorities in Trustworthy ICT,
and expected outcomes from this event.
Key Note Address by Dr Gulshan Rai, Director General CERT-In,
DeitY, Member BIC IAG
Key Note Address by Dr. Philippe de Taxis du Poët, Minister
Counsellor – Research & Innovation, Delegation of the European
Union to India. Overview of the trends and opportunities if the
Indo-European cooperation in Research and Innovation (R&I).

11:00- 11:15 AM

Overview of Proposed BIC International Cooperation (INCO)
Strategy & Management Structure and industry perspective by Mr
Abhishek Sharma, MD & CEO Beyond Evolution Technologies,
Member BIC IAG

11:15 – 11:30

Response from Dr Gulshan Rai outlining related existing structures
in India and Indian Government’s stance on the BIC theme,
outlining the envisaged roadblocks and how they could be
addressed.

11:30 – 11:45

Response from Dr. Philippe de Taxis du Poët on existing and
possible future EU mechanisms and structures expected for INCO
in H2020 and how the BIC strategy could potentially map to these.

11:30-12:40

Views – Prof. MP Gupta, Prof. and Chair of the Information
Systems and Centre for Excellence in E-gov at IIT Delhi: Academic
& Research Institutions perspective (10 minutes).
Views – Dr. Jaijit Bhattacharya, HP India and Prof. IIT Delhi:
Industry perspective (10 minutes).
Views of Dr. N Vijayaditya, Ex CCA & DG NIC: Govt. and Indian ecosystem perspective (10 minutes). [Thro’ video/conf call/forwarded
document]
Views – Air Cmde (Retd) MM Chaturvedi, Professor at Ansal
University, Member BIC IAG: National Security perspective (10
minutes).
Views of Mr Sanjay Bahl, Senior Consultant CERT-In, DeitY, from
Industry – Government interface perspective. (10 minutes)

12:45- 12:55

Concluding Remarks and vision for future INCO by Dr. Gulshan Rai.
Vote of Thanks by Mr Abhishek Sharma followed by Lunch
--------------------------
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Agenda for future actions & plans by Mr. James Clarke

Appendix 2. Photographs
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From left to right: Mr. James Clarke, Waterford Institute of Technology, Ireland, BIC
Coordinator; Dr. Gulshan Rai, Director General CERT-In, DeitY, Government of India, Member BIC
IAG; Dr. Philippe de Taxis du Poët, Minister Counsellor – Research & Innovation, Delegation of the
European Union to India; Mr. Sanjay Bahl, Senior Consultant CERT-In, DeitY; Dr.
Jaijit Bhattacharya, HP India and Prof. IIT Delhi; Dr. Saurabh Singh, HP India.
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From left to right: Mr. Abhishek Sharma, Beyond Evolution Technologies, Member BIC IAG;; Dr.
Gulshan Rai, Director General CERT-In, DeitY, Government of India, Member BIC IAG; Dr.
Philippe de Taxis du Poët, Minister Counsellor – Research & Innovation, Delegation of the European
Union to India; Mr. Sanjay Bahl, Senior Consultant CERT-In, DeitY; Dr. Jaijit Bhattacharya, HP
India and Prof. IIT Delhi; Dr. Saurabh Singh, HP India.
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From left to right: Mr. Abhishek Sharma, Beyond Evolution Technologies, Member BIC IAG; Mr.
James Clarke, Waterford IT, Ireland, BIC coordinator.
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From left to right: Mr. Sanjay Bahl, Senior Consultant CERT-In, DeitY; Dr. Jaijit Bhattacharya, HP
India and Prof. IIT Delhi; Dr. Saurabh Singh, HP India; Prof. MM Chaturvedi, Ansal University,
Member BIC IAG; Prof. M. P. Gupta, IIT Delhi.
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From left to right: Dr. Jaijit Bhattacharya, HP India and Prof. IIT Delhi; Prof. MM Chaturvedi,
Ansal University, Member BIC IAG; Mr. Abhishek Sharma, Beyond Evolution Technologies,
Member BIC IAG; Mr. James Clarke, Waterford IT, Ireland, BIC coordinator; Prof. M. P. Gupta, IIT
Delhi; Mr. Sanjay Bahl, Senior Consultant CERT-In, DeitY; Dr. Gulshan Rai, Director
General CERT-In, DeitY, Member BIC IAG; Missing from photo: Dr. Saurabh Singh, HP India; Dr.
Philippe de Taxis du Poët, Minister Counsellor – Research & Innovation, Delegation of the European
Union to India;
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Missing from photos: Dr. N Vijayaditya, Ex CCA & DG NIC: Government of India, also kindly
participated by sharing his views by sending a report for consideration.
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